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Abstract

Using articulatory features for speech recognition improves the

performance of low-resource languages. One way to obtain ar-

ticulatory features is by using an articulatory classifier (pseudo-

articulatory features). The performance of the articulatory fea-

tures depends on the efficacy of this classifier. But, training such

a robust classifier for a low-resource language is constrained

due to the limited amount of training data. We can overcome

this by training the articulatory classifier using a high resource

language. This classifier can then be used to generate articula-

tory features for the low-resource language. However, this tech-

nique fails when high and low-resource languages have mis-

matches in their environmental conditions. In this paper, we

address both the aforementioned problems by jointly estimat-

ing the articulatory features and low-resource acoustic model.

The experiments were performed on two low-resource Indian

languages namely, Hindi and Tamil. English was used as the

high-resource language. A relative improvement of 23% and

10% were obtained for Hindi and Tamil, respectively.

Index Terms: speech recognition, articulatory features, low-

resource languages, deep neural networks (DNN)

1. Introduction

Deep neural network (DNN) based automatic speech recogni-

tion systems (ASR) has become the state of the art technique

by replacing traditional Gaussian mixture models (GMM) in

hidden Markov model (HMM). However, improving DNN per-

formance by combating speaker variations and environmental

noise is an active research area. This has generated a lot of

interest in developing features that are robust to the aforemen-

tioned problems.

In the past, incorporating speech production knowledge us-

ing articulatory features was shown to improve ASR perfor-

mance [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Articulatory features (AF) [6] represents

speech signal in terms of the underlying attributes of speech

production. Kirchoff et al. [7] have shown that articulatory

features are robust to speaker and channel variations. Articula-

tory features can be generated in three ways, (i) using physical

measurements of the position of the articulators using imaging

techniques like cine-radiography [8], (ii) using inverse filter-

ing techniques on acoustic signal [9] and (iii) using articulatory

classifiers trained from speech data [7]. The articulators fea-

tures extracted from articulatory classifiers are often called as

pseudo-articulatory features (pseudo-AF) and from now on we

refer to them as articulatory features. In this paper, we focus

on this method of articulatory feature generation. We use the

discrete multi-level feature set [10] as shown in table 1.

Neural network architectures for extracting articulatory fea-

tures were studied in [7, 11, 10, 12]. In [7], using articula-

tory features in adverse acoustic conditions were investigated

and was shown to significantly improve the recognition perfor-

mance of ASR. The Johns Hopkins 2006 summer workshop

on Articulatory Feature-based Speech Recognition also inves-

tigated on the use of articulatory features for ASR [11, 10].

The articulatory features were also used in low-resource

scenario in [10, 13, 12]. In this case it is difficult to train a

robust articulatory classifiers just with the low-resource data.

Hence, the usual practice is to train the articulatory classifiers

in another language where data is available (high-resource lan-

guage) and use these classifiers to extract articulatory features

for the low-resource language. This technique was used in

[13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. However, this method failed in some

cases. For instance, in [17], articulatory features were extracted

for Mandarin broadcast news task with articulatory classifiers

trained on English continuous telephone speech. The Mandarin

acoustic model built with these features failed to perform at

par with the model trained on conventional features like filter-

bank. A similar work in [14] uses articulatory classifiers built

with English to extract articulatory features for Hungarian tele-

phone speech. But in this case an improved recognition perfor-

mance was obtained for the Hungarian acoustic model trained

on articulatory features when compared to conventional fea-

tures. However, when articulatory classifiers were trained from

Hungarian data itself, the articulatory features so extracted gave

performance improvement over articulatory features extracted

from English articulatory classifiers. Both the aforementioned

works and [15] attributed the performance degradation to the

differences in domain and channel variations between the low-

resource and high-resource databases.

In this paper, we address the various issues in using articula-

tory features for low-resource languages, which are mentioned

above. We propose a joint estimation framework where the ar-

ticulatory features and acoustic model are jointly estimated. In

all the earlier works with pseudo-AF, first the articulatory clas-

sifiers were trained and these were in-turn used to extract artic-

ulatory features for further acoustic modeling. In the proposed

approach the articulatory classifiers and the acoustic model are

jointly estimated by propagating the cross-entropy error in the

final context-dependent states of the acoustic model all the way

through the articulatory classifiers. In this paper, we show that

joint estimation framework helps in training better articulatory

classifiers with just low-resource data. Additionally, we also

adapt a well trained articulatory classifier in a high-resource lan-

guage towards low-resource language. We observed consistent

improvements in both cases for two under-resourced Indian lan-

guages, Hindi and Tamil.

The paper is organized as follows. A review pseudo articu-

latory feature extraction is given in section 2. A brief descrip-

tion of the database and experimental setup is given in section 3.

The proposed joint estimation framework and the cross-lingual

joint estimation is explained in section 4 and 5 respectively. Ex-

perimental results are analyzed in detail in section 6. The major

contributions of the paper are highlighted in section 7.
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Table 1: Articulatory feature set

Group
Card-

inality
Feature values

Place 10

alveolar (ALV), dental (DEN), labial

(LAB), labio-dental (L-D), lateral

(LAT), none, post-alveolar (P-A),

rhotic (RHO), velar (VEL)

Degree &

Manner
6

approximant (APP), closure (CLO),

FLAP, fricative (FRIC), vowel (VOW)

Nasality 3 -, +

Rounding 3 -, +

Glottal

State
4

aspirated (ASP), voiceless (VL),

voiced (VOI)

Vowel

shape
23

aa, ae, ah, ao, aw1, aw2, ax, ay1, ay2,

eh, er, ey, ey1, ey2, ih, iy, ow1, ow2,

oy1, oy2, uh, uw, nil

Height 8

HIGH, LOW, MID, mid-high

(MID-H), mid-low (MID-L), very-high

(VI), nil

Frontness 7

back (BK), front (FRT), MID,

mid-back (MID-B), mid-front

(MID-F), nil

Figure 1: DNN-sep: Articulatory classifiers trained separately

and are used to extract articulatory features for acoustic mod-

eling.

2. Review of Articulatory Feature
Extraction

In [7, 10, 11], the articulatory features were extracted using the

articulatory classifiers as shown in figure 1. To extract articu-

latory features the articulatory classifiers need to be trained for

each of the AF group given in table 1. In the earlier works

[7, 10, 11], the articulatory classifiers were trained separately

and the features obtained from these classifiers were stacked to

generate the final articulatory features. Figure 2 shows the train-

ing procedure for building an articulatory classifier for the AF

group “Place of Articulation”. To train the articulatory classi-

fier for the AF group “Place of Articulation” a neural network

classifier is trained with output targets as AF labels in that AF

group. Training such a neural network requires the acoustic

features to be aligned at frame-level in terms of the correspond-

ing AF labels. Manually transcribing at frame-level in terms of

these labels is difficult. Hence the usual practice is to obtain

these alignments at frame-level in terms of phones in that lan-

guage using an acoustic model and map the phones to AF labels

Figure 2: Block schematic of training an articulatory classifier

for place of articulation.

using a phone-to-AL mapping. Once the articulatory classifiers

are trained the features are forward passed through each clas-

sifier to obtain the articulatory features. The efficacy of these

features depends on the amount of data available to train these

classifiers.

3. Database & Experimental Setup

To validate the claim of the proposed techniques the experi-

ments were performed in two under-resourced Indian languages

namely, Hindi and Tamil from the MANDI databases. The

MANDI database is a multilingual database consisting of 12
Indian languages collected for “Speech-based access to agricul-

tural commodity prices”, a Government of India project to build

ASR systems in Indian languages to provide price information

of agricultural commodities to farmers. The speech was col-

lected form the end users in their work place which vary from

quiet to very noisy environments. We used approximately 10
hours of training data and 3-4 hours of test data for both Hindi

and Tamil. To perform the cross-lingual experiments 110 hours

of Switchboard corpus [18] was used as the English database.

To validate the cross-lingual experiments in matched condi-

tions, the SVitchboard task [19] a small vocabulary task defined

using the subsets of Switchboard-1 corpus with words ranging

from 10 to 500 was used. We refer to this corpus as swbd-6hr.

To build baseline acoustic model we used 13-dimensional

MFCC features in GMM-HMM and 40-dimensional filter-bank

features for DNN training. The baseline HMM-GMM exper-

iments were performed in Kaldi toolkit [20] to generate the

frame-level alignments for DNN training. All the experiments

with DNN were performed in CNTK toolkit [21].

4. Proposed Technique of Joint Estimation

In all the previous works using pseudo articulatory features, the

articulatory feature extraction and acoustic modeling were per-

formed independently. In this paper a joint estimation frame-

work of estimating the articulatory features and acoustic model

is proposed. In the proposed technique the training of the DNN

acoustic model propagates the error back even into the articula-

tory classifiers generating the articulatory features. Hence, the
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Figure 3: DNN-joint-est: Proposed technique of joint estima-

tion of articulatory classifiers and acoustic model.

articulatory classifiers also learns to generate the features which

makes the phonetic acoustic model perform better.

The block schematic of the proposed joint estimation is

given in figure 3. In this, the first stage is the articulatory clas-

sifiers which generate the articulatory features for the second

stage of acoustic modeling. The entire network is jointly es-

timated with softmax layers in both stages. The network has

a total of 9 softmax layers, one for articulatory classifiers of

each AF group and the last softmax layer for the final context-

dependent targets of the acoustic model. A softmax layer is

required for each articulatory classifier to make sure that each

classifier gets trained to generate the corresponding articula-

tory features during joint estimation. The target for the acoustic

model is obtained from context-dependent states of the HMM

system and these targets are mapped into the corresponding AF

labels in each AF group using the phone-to-AL mapping as

shown in 2. The final loss function L(θ) is a sum of all the

individual loss functions as shown below.

L(θ) = α1LPlace(θ) + α2LDM (θ) + α3LNasality(θ)

+ α4LRounding(θ) + α5LGlottal(θ) + α6LV owel(θ)

+ α7LHeight(θ) + α8LFrontness(θ)

+ αLTied−states(θ)

The entire network parameters are learned using back prop-

agation algorithm. The parameters in the acoustic modeling

stage learn from the gradient with respect to the cross-entropy

error in the final context-dependent state. Whereas, the weight

parameters in the articulatory classifiers learn from both the

cross-entropy error at the context-dependent states and the error

from the articulatory labels belonging to the corresponding AF

group. Thus at a point each articulatory classifier weights are

updated by considering both these losses and are not affected

by the errors occurring at the classifiers belonging to other AF

groups.

4.1. Experiments with Joint Estimation

In this case two sets of experiments were performed in both lan-

guages. In the first experiment the articulatory classifiers were

separately trained on the low-resource language and were used

to generate articulatory features for low-resource language as

shown in figure 1. We refer this experiment as DNN-sep since,

DNN’s were trained separately. In the second experiment all the

eight articulatory classifiers were jointly estimated along with

Figure 4: Cross-DNN-sep: Articulatory feature extraction of a

low-resource language with articulatory classifiers trained with

high-resource/pooled data.

Figure 5: Cross-DNN-joint-est: Joint estimation framework

for articulatory classifiers trained with high-resource/pooled

data and acoustic model for low-resource language.

the phonetic acoustic model with context-dependent targets as

described in section 4. The block schematic of the proposed

joint estimation technique is given in figure 3 and is referred to

as DNN-joint-est. In the experiment with joint estimation the

articulatory classifier weights were initialized from the articu-

latory classifier weights of the DNN-sep model and a random

initialization was used for the acoustic modeling stage. Then

the entire network was jointly estimated as described in section

4. We have tuned all the α parameters in the loss function and

found that using equal weights gave the best recognition perfor-

mance. We used all the α to be 1. The recognition performance

for the DNN-sep and DNN-joint-est experiments are given in

table 2.

5. Proposed Technique of Cross-lingual
Joint Estimation

A popular approach in extracting articulatory features in low-

resource language is to use the well-built articulatory classifiers

from a high-resource language as shown in figure 4. However,

[13, 14, 15, 16, 17] a degradation in performance was seen in

these works due to the mismatch in the environment conditions
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Table 2: Experiments on Articulatory Classifiers Trained only

with Low-Resource Language

Hindi Tamil swbd-6hr

DNN-sep 18.65 18.14 48.21

DNN-joint-est 16.32 17.24 46.14

during data collection. In this paper, we also show that the

joint estimation of articulatory classifiers and acoustic model

can solve this problem.

The block schematic of the cross-lingual joint estimation is

shown in figure 5. In this case also we follow a similar training

procedure as described in section 4. However, the main differ-

ence is in the estimation of the articulatory classifiers. Here,

the articulatory classifiers are trained from high-resource lan-

guage along with low-resource language. Then this model is

used to initialize the articulatory classifiers and then jointly re-

estimate with acoustic model using low-resource language data.

In the experimental section we will show that pooling gives only

a marginal improvement and the major gains are coming from

the joint estimation process.

5.1. Experiments with Cross-lingual Joint Estimation

In this section we discuss the case when a high-resource lan-

guage is available. In this scenario we can train the articula-

tory classifiers using the high-resource language and use them

to generate the articulatory features for the low-resource lan-

guage. The cross-lingual experiments were performed with

switchboard corpus being high-resource language and Hindi,

Tamil and swbd-6hr as low-resource language. To alleviate the

problem of mismatch in data used to train the articulatory clas-

sifier and the low-resource language, we use the proposed cross-

lingual joint estimation as described in section 5. In this experi-

ment we use a joint estimation setup as shown in figure 5. Here

in the first stage of articulatory classifier, the model parameters

were initialized from the separately trained articulatory classi-

fiers from each AF group and the acoustic model stage were

randomly initialized. Now the entire model was jointly esti-

mated as described in section 5. Here the α weight parameters

were kept to unity for both articulatory classifiers and acoustic

modeling. In this context we have performed experiments with

swbd-6hr (SVitchboard corpus) from the same conditions as of

high-resource to confirm our claim that joint estimation helps in

mismatched conditions.

The second experiment under cross-lingual scenario was

with pooling the data from low-resource language along with

high-resource language to build the articulatory classifiers. In

this case also we performed experiments with articulatory clas-

sifiers being estimated separately and using joint cross-lingual

joint estimation. The recognition performances for cross-

lingual experiments are given in table 3.

6. Results & Discussion

The recognition performance of the proposed techniques are

given in tables 2 and 3. In all the experiments it consistently

shows that jointly estimation of articulatory features and acous-

tic models give improved performance compared to the tradi-

tional method of estimating separately.

• Joint estimation framework with only low-resource

data: In all the three low-resource languages, we ob-

tained consistent improvements with joint estimation of

Table 3: Experiments on Articulatory Classifiers Trained with

High-Resource Language

Joint-

estimation

Pooling Hindi Tamil swbd-6hr

× × 22.53 22.82 40.81

X × 16.57 18.57 40.09

× X 22.10 22.52 -

X X 14.21 16.39 -

articulatory classifiers and the acoustic model as shown

in table 2. This shows that propagating the error from

the final context-dependent states of the acoustic mod-

eling stage into the articulatory classifier stage helps in

generating better articulatory features.

• Cross-lingual joint estimation framework: In this case

we can analyze the results under two categories

– Matched conditions: It is the cross-lingual ex-

periments on swbd-6hr with swbd-110hr as high-

resource. In this scenario we found that even

without joint estimation the acoustic model gave

improved performance than DNN-sep experiment

with swbd-6hr data alone. The joint estimation

framework gave improvements in this case also.

– Mismatched condition: The cross-lingual exper-

iments of Tamil and Hindi with swbd-110hr as

high-resource language is considered as the mis-

matched condition. In this case, the articulatory

features extracted from swbd-110hr articulatory

classifiers fails to improve the performance of the

low-resource acoustic model. However, the cross-

lingual joint estimation improves the performance

by 4-5% absolute as shown in table 3.

• Experiments with pooling data: In the cross-lingual

scenario experiments were also performed after pool-

ing data from both high-resource and low-resource lan-

guage. In the case where articulatory classifiers were

separately trained, we did not notice much improved due

to mismatched conditions as reported in [12]. However,

the joint estimation of this pooled classifiers with low-

resource acoustic model improved the performance by

6-7% absolute as shown in table 3.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a framework to jointly estimate

the articulatory classifiers and acoustic model. The proposed

method helped in building a robust articulatory classifiers with

limited amount of training data. At the same time the per-

formance of the articulatory features were improved with the

proposed cross-lingual joint estimation technique under mis-

matched cross-lingual articulatory classifiers. With the pro-

posed approaches a relative improvement of 23% and 10% is

observed in Hindi and Tamil respectively.
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